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Add mentally 2-
place decimal 
numbers in the 
context of money 
using rounding; 
add several small 
amounts of 
money using 
mental methods; 
mentally subtract 
amounts of 
money including 
giving change; 
calculate the 
difference 
between two 
amounts using 
counting up; solve 
word problems, 
including 2-step 
problems, 
choosing an 
appropriate 
method 

Multiply fractions 
less than 1 by 
whole numbers, 
convert improper 
fractions to whole 
numbers; use 
short 
multiplication to 
multiply 3-digit 
and 4-digit 
numbers by 1-
digit numbers; 
use long 
multiplication to 
multiply 2-digit 
and 3-digit 
numbers by teens 
numbers 

Read, write and 
compare decimals 
to three decimal 
places, 
understanding 
that the third 
decimal place 
represents 
thousandths; 
multiply and 
divide numbers by 
10, 100 and 1000 
using 3-place 
decimal numbers 
in the 
calculations; place 
2-place decimals 
on a number line 
and round them 
to the nearest 
tenth and whole 
number; read, 
write, order and 
compare 3-place 
decimal numbers; 
understand and 
use negative 
numbers in the 
context of 
temperature. 

Read and mark 
co-ordinates in 
the first two 
quadrants; draw 
simple polygons 
using co-
ordinates; 
translate simple 
polygons by 
adding to and 
subtracting from 
the co-ordinates; 
reflect simple 
shapes in the y 
axis or in a line, 
noting the effect 
on the co-
ordinates; 
translate simple 
shapes and note 
what happens to 
the co-ordinates; 

To draw regular 
and irregular 2D 
shapes using 
given dimensions 
and angles; use 
the properties of 
2D shapes, 
including 
rectangles, to 
derive related 
facts; identify 3D 
shapes from 2D 
representations; 
create 3D shapes 
using 2D nets and 
draw 3D shapes. 
 
Assessments 

Identify factors 
and multiples, 
find factor 
pairs; revise 
equivalent 
fractions; 
compare and 
order fractions 
with related 
denominators; 
add fractions 
with same or 
related 
denominators, 
then convert 
answer into a 
mixed number; 
subtract 
fractions with 
same and 
related 
denominators, 
revise 
multiplying 
fractions by 
whole numbers 

Use short 
division to 
divide 3-digit 
numbers by 1-
digit numbers 
and 4-digit 
numbers by 1-
digit numbers, 
including those 
which leave a 
remainder; 
express a 
remainder as a 
fraction; use 
long 
multiplication 
to multiply 3-
digit and 4-digit 
numbers by 
teens numbers 

Find the area 
and perimeter 
of squares and 
rectangles by 
calculation and 
pursue a line of 
enquiry; 
estimate and 
find the area of 
irregular 
shapes; 
calculate the 
perimeter and 
area of 
composite 
shapes; use the 
relations of 
area and 
perimeter to 
find unknown 
lengths; 

Begin to 
understand the 
concept of 
volume; find 
the volume of a 
cube or cuboid 
by counting 
cubes; 
understand 
volume as 
measurement 
in three 
dimensions; 
relate volume 
to capacity; 
recognise and 
estimate 
volumes 

Understand 
what 
percentages 
are, relating 
them to 
hundredths; 
know key 
equivalences 
between 
percentages 
and fractions, 
finding 
percentages of 
amounts of 
money; find 
equivalent 
fractions, 
decimals and 
percentages; 
solve problems 
involving 
fraction and 
percentage 
equivalents;  
 
To write dates 
using Roman 
numerals 

Find cubes of 
numbers to 10; 
draw and 
interpret line 
graphs showing 
change in 
temperature 
over time; 
begin to 
understand 
rate; use 
timetables 
using the 24-
hour clock and 
use counting up 
to find time 
intervals of 
several hours 
and minutes; 
 
Assessments 
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The London Eye Mystery by Siobhan Dowd 
 
To enjoy exciting stories with memorable characters  
Draw inferences about characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions and justify inferences with 
evidence  
Explain and discuss understanding of what has been read  
To write a range of texts based on fictional experiences  
To write a character study  
To write in a chosen form for a selected audience.  
 
Possible writing outcomes  
Recount   
Conversation/ Discussion  
Poetry  
Character study  
Writing in a chosen form for a chosen audience  
Persuasion 

Varmints (part one) by Helen Ward, illustrated by Marc Craste 
To explore, interpret and respond to illustrations in a picture book  
To empathise with characters and explore their dilemmas  
To enjoy a story and discuss its meanings  
To build an imaginative picture of a fantasy world, based on real life experiences  
To explore these through role play and writing in role  
To write own stories inspired by the book in a different format  
To be able to write from the perspective of a character in a story 
 
Possible Writing Outcomes 

Creating a descriptive piece about characters and 
events  
Persuasive poster  
Writing in role as a character  
Note taking  
Written argument  
Newspaper article  
Poetry  
Write a commentary  
Letter  
Script writing  
Story writing  
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Living things and their habitats – Circle of life 
To describe the life processes of reproduction in some plants  
Taking measurements, reporting and presenting findings from enquiries 
To explain the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird  
To describe the life process of reproduction in some animals 

 

Out of this World! – Earth and Space 
To learn how the planets in our Solar System are organise  
To describe the movement of the Earth and Moon relative to the Sun in our Solar System  
To identify scientific evidence that has been used to support a theory 
To use mathematics to model the dimensions of our Solar System 
To describe the movement of the Moon relative to the Earth 
To use simple models to explain scientific ideas 
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     Vikings 
 

To find out about Viking life in Norway, Sweden and Denmark 
To discover when, where and why Vikings settled in Britain 
To ask whether King Alfred deserves the title ‘The Great’ 
To find out what evidence we have about the Vikings, and to evaluate this evidence 
To create an original Viking Saga 
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What is life like in the Amazon? 
To understand what the Amazon is and where it is located 
To understand what the Amazon is and where it is located 
To understand the Amazon’s climate and how the native animals are adapted to it 
To research and write a report about the Amazonian city of Manaus 
To understand what life is like in the Amazon and how it is changing 
To understand how the Amazon is being damaged and how it can be protected 
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3D Pop Art 
To be able to use Pop art techniques and layering to create a 3D cityscape 
To be able to replicate cityscape photos using different mediums 
To explore how to create reflections of cityscapes on water 
To understand how to add detail into cityscape ink drawing 
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 Cooking and Nutrition 

To prepare ingredients for a salad bar by safely using the bridge hold, claw grip and grating techniques 

To recall foods associated with a selection of countries around the world 

To create a questionnaire to research the requirements and preferences of their salad recipient 

To identify design criteria for a salad based around the requirements of an individual and purpose 

To apply their knowledge, experience and research findings  

To design a salad, which meets design criteria 

To make the salad they have planned safely and hygienically 

To select the correct equipment for different food preparation tasks 

To evaluate their salad against the design criteria and feedback from others 
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Scratch Coding 
To create repeat loops with a single commands 
To create repeat loop with multiple commands  
To create If-then statement  
To create multiple if-then statements  
To draw geometric shapes using a repeat loop with multiple commands in it  
To create variable. 

Scratch Coding 
To create repeat loops with a single commands 
To create repeat loop with multiple commands  
To create If-then statement  
To create multiple if-then statements  
To draw geometric shapes using a repeat loop with multiple commands in it  
To create variable. 
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Tennis Athletics 
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 Clarinet Clarinet 
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Secondary school visits  
Etgar Quiz   
Bikeability 
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Unit 19 – What I 
did Yesterday- 
past tense 

Unit 19 – What I 
did Yesterday- 
past tense 

Unit 19 – What I 
did Yesterday- 
past tense 

Unit 19 – What I 
did Yesterday- 
past tense 

Unit 19 – What I 
did Yesterday- 
past tense 

Unit 20- parties 
& end of year 

Unit 20- parties 
& end of year 

Unit 20- parties 
& end of year 

Unit 20- parties 
& end of year 

Unit 20- parties 
& end of year 

Unit 20 revision 

JS
 

Chumash -  Unit 9 
To understand 
why the ּתֹוָרה 

uses seemingly 
superfluous 
words:  ַוֵּיֵצא ַיֲעֹקב

 ִמְּבֵאר ָׁשַבע
 
Etgar- Israel 
section 
Parasha-
Kedoshim  Being 
honest when 
dealing 
with others 
 

Chumash -Unit 9 
To understand the 
significance of the 
 s repetition'ּתֹוָרה
of the word ָמקֹום 
 
Etgar- Kashrut 

section 

Parasha-Emor  
Giving to the 
needy in a 
sensitive manner 
 

Chumash -Unit 9 
To understand the 
dream and its 
significance 
 

Etgar- Brachot 

section 

 

Lag Baomer 

Chumash -Unit 9  
ה  ' speaks to ַיֲעֹקב 

for the first time 
 
 

Etgar- Mitzvot 

section 

Parasha- 
Bechokotai  
Everything that 
happens is for the 
best 

Chumash -Unit 9 
To understand 
how ַיֲעֹקב feels 
after speaking to 
 for the first 'ה
time 
 
Etgar- Tefillah 
section 
 

Shavuot 

Chumash -Unit 
9 To examine 
the concepts of 

םֹוָמק  (place) and 
ָמִיםּׁשָ הַ  ַערׁשַ   

 
Etgar- Tenach 

section 

Parasha-Naso  
In the eyes of 
Hashem 
each of us is 
unique 
and special 

Chumash -Unit 
9  To examine 
what the ֹוָרהּת  
teaches us 
about a ׁשָקדֹו 

םֹוָמק  
 
Etgar- 

Gematriah 

section 

Chumash -Unit 
9   To help 
pupils 
understand 
how we can 
derive deeper 
meaning from 
apparent 
grammatical 
inconsistencies 
 
Parasha-

Shelach  

Respect 

Chumash Unit 9 
revision 
 
Etgar- Jewish 

History 

Parasha-Korach  

Trusting in 

one’s leaders 

Chumash Unit 9 
assessment 
 
The three 
weeks 
 
Parasha-Chukat  

Trust in Hashem 

Chumash all 
year review 
 
Parasha-Balak  

Eagerness to 

fulfil an action 


